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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This case reported a mesenchymal tumor, perivascular epithelioid cell tumor (PEComa), 

which is a rare tumor in the liver, specifically for the malignant case. In addition, the 

authors also found that transarterial embolization (TAE) in combination with sorafenib 

treatment is a safe and feasible strategy to shrink the tumor and make it applicable to 

surgical removal. Overall, the results and report are suitable to publish in this journal. 

However, some revision is necessary to enhance the quality of this article.  Please check 

the formats of author names and Departments. Figure 1, use a circle or arrow to point 

the tumor out; Figure 2, the images are too dim, clear pictures are needed, especially for 

Figure 2 A; Figure 4, similar to Figure 1, pointing out the tumor to clearly show their 

difference. The time point of when four TAEs were performed. Figure 5, labeling the 

difference between two images.  Grammar errors: The patient was followed up with 

for > The patient was followed up for; tumor.Based > tumor. Based; The appearance of 

symptoms may be related to increase in tumor size > The appearance of symptoms may 

be related to an increase in tumor size; which have different degree of differentiation > 

which have different degrees of differentiation; A: Positive staining of giant tumor in 

right lobe of liver before treatment > A: Positive staining of giant tumor in right lobe of 

the liver before treatment. The full name of TAE should be mentioned in the abstract.  

Primary hepatic PEComa is rare [2], > [2], 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Perivascular epithelioid cell tumor (PEComa) is an uncommon tumor of mesenchymal 

origin. Cases of PEComa in the liver are extremely rare. This article shows an interesting 

case. Because of the large tumor size, TAE combined with sorafenib is a safe and feasible 

adjuvant treatment method when surgery cannot be performed. Overall, this manuscript 

is suitable for publishing in this journal after some necessary revision to improve the 

quality.  1. Sharper, larger resolution, and higher quality images should be given in 

Figure 2.   2. On page 5, line 119. “Based on the characteristics of the tumor and a lack 

of sensitive chemotherapeutic drugs, the treatment modality of TAE was chosen instead 

of transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE) as the hypoxia caused by TAE could 

potentially upregulate angiogenic factors and stimulate the proliferation of residual 

tumor cells, leading to tumor survival and recurrence.” There is confusion in the logic of 

this sentence, and please revise it to make it more straightforward. 

 


